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Compass applications haven't changed much in the last decade or so. They use your device's accelerometer to detect directions. Sometimes they need calibration and magnetic cases can mess with them. However, by and large, they all do the job basically the same way. They are useful for tourists, boaters, and many other outdoor activities where GPS connectivity is not always better. We tested every
compass app on the list for accuracy. He wouldn't be here if we couldn't make him work properly. Let's take a look at the best compass apps for Android! If you have a gps connection, however, we recommend a regular navigation app. Digital Compass by AxiomaticPrice: Free /Up to $6.49Digital Compass is a simple app with a compass and map. It supports longitude, breadth and direct addresses. In
addition, the app includes true and magnetic northern headers, a magnetic power counter, a tilt meter and a sensor state. This developer specifically asks you not to use magnetic caps and make sure the device has magnetic sensors. Otherwise it won't work well. Some Google Play reviews complain about calibration issues, but we didn't notice them during testing. Fulmine Software CompassPrice:
Free/$2.49Fulmine Software is a developer on Google Play with a decent, basic compass app. It boasts conventional features and works without GPS or data connection. In addition, you get a permanent notification with a header in it along with a magnetic and true title. Sure, it works a little better with GPS, but all the compass really should. Both free and premium options have virtually no permissions
along with neat things like latitude and longitude coordinates. Just CompassPrice: Free/$1.99 Just Compass is another very simple compass app. It gives you basics like magnetic and true north along with some subtleties like sunrise and sunset times, latitude and longitude reading, and more. It also has EGM96 support for geodesic links along with UTM support. The app is completely free and without
advertising and no unnecessary permissions. KWT Digital CompassPrice: Free/$1.99 kW is a developer on Google Play with a digital compass app. It works like most others. You calibrate it and it tells you the direction. However, this also includes the angle of inclination, the strength of the magnetic field, the state of the sensor, and several other potentially useful data points. It has nothing super fancy as
real addresses like some other compass apps. However, navigation apps make this kind of thing better anyway, so we appreciate the app, which is just a good, basic compass. It's cheap, it works, and the user interface looks good. SARL CompassPrice: Free/$3.49Compass from PixelProse SARL is one of the few free free free compass apps in its free version. The app uses GPS for its best accuracy
readings. Some other features include support installation on SD, altitude readings, a compass specifically for silba, sunrise and sunset time, and fairly decent accuracy accuracy Calibration. Like most, it is sensitive to magnetic cases and its calibration is slightly weaker than most. You really need GPS to get the best results with this one. Otherwise, it's not a bad free option. Bonus: Compass Steel 3DPrice:
FreeCompass Steel 3D is one of the most promising compass applications on the list. It has a wide range of themes for customization purposes, and that separates it a bit from the package. Some of the other features include sunrise and sunset times, the true and magnetic north, the sun direction indicator, the moon and lunar time, and the moon direction indicator. It's better for tourists and boaters more
than any other activity. Its self-calibration tool is mostly hit with a slight miss, but we have no other complaints. It's hard to criticize a free app without shopping in an app that just works. We put this under the bonus section because its last update was in 2017, so if it doesn't work for you, don't expect bugs to be fixed. If we missed any great compass apps for Android, tell us about it in the comments! You can
also click here to check out our latest Android app and game lists! Contains AdsOffers Purchases in the appOn the most accurate, accurate and smart compass or GPS compass for Android. The digital compass is an accurate compass and a great tool for any outdoor activities. This compass app lets you find the direction (bearing, azimuth or degree) you are currently facing. It is a very useful or Muslim
prayer to find Siblat. In addition, there are still many ways you can benefit from having a digital compass app pre-installed in your device. The digital compass is built using a gyroscope, accelerator, magnetometer, gravity device. Make sure the device has an accelerator sensor and a magnetometer sensor otherwise the digital compass will not function. Feature:- This is a free compass- Display high-flow
direction- Display of the current location (longitude, latitude, address) - Display of height- Magnetic Field Force Display (EMF) - Show Angel Slope (Slope Level) - Show the current state of accuracy-show as magnetic north and geographic north (true north) - Show all available sensors status on this device- Add marker direction Be sure to stay away from magnetic things if the accuracy becomes unreliable,
calibrate the device while simultaneously flipping and moving the phone back and front in patterns 8 (as the screenshot illustrates). Some of the common use of the digital compass are: - Adjust the TV Antenna - Vastu Tips - Find the direction of the Sibli for Muslim prayer - horoscope - Fengshui (Chinese) - Outdoor Activities - Education purposeDirection:N point northE point to the east point to the south of
the point to the westWhat are you waiting for? Download our free compass app now!v 7.2- UI optimization Componentsv 7.1 - - Corrected bug - Update for Android 11 (API 30)The most accurate, accurate and simple Compass app. Developed to work on modern smartphones and tablets compass applications have gained great popularity among travelers, athletes and outdoor enthusiasts. Land navigation
no longer requires an additional device, as you already have everything you need on your smartphone, which you will surely always have with you. Next, you'll find high-rated compasses in the Google Play store: the Smart Compass Smart Compass app is included in Smart Tools, but it can be installed separately from the full package. The compass uses a magnetic sensor to work, and most of its
capabilities require an Internet connection. Among the main features of Smart Compass we can highlight: The use of a compass in an image taken with a mobile camera; Using a GPS sensor built into your phone; Metal detector: It transmits real-time magnetic field strength data to your device. In order to improve the accuracy of Smart Compass readings, we propose to develop a GPS calibration. An
extended paid version of Smart Compass is available in the Play Store. You can: determine the current coordinates of your device using GPSsend them by email or SMSadjust speed of data capture sensorMoreover, Smart Compass paid version has no ads and does not require an Internet connection. Download Axiomatic Inc's Smart Compass Digital Compass (KTW Apps) app is a simple and convenient
navigation tool that is not overloaded with unnecessary features. It has all the reliable needs of the compass: the ability to determine breadth, longitude and address; Built-in map from Google Maps, which helps navigate the ground; Route-building options: focusing on data from a magnetic field sensor/internet data. The app provides the following additional features: tilting the level counter, data on the
current state of the sensors. Calibration is done when you need to improve the accuracy of the data (this is the standard eight that you need to do with the device). Download Digital Compass 3D Compass Plus A key feature of the 3D Compass Plus app is the display of the arrow in augmented reality mode. The compass works directly with the device's camera, showing the direction: either on the built-in
Google map, or directly on the screen when the viewfinder is working. Other features of the app: Recording video with all relevant data such as direction, degree, speed, coordinates, etc.; Adding information to Exif image tags when taking a screenshot; Support for the sea compass and the artificial horizon. Almost all functional features are available in the free version of the program, but they are partially
covered by advertising. Accordingly, there is no advertising in the paid version. Download the 3D Compass Plus Compass (AwesomeDev) Standard Set The Compass app from developer AwesomeDev includes everything you need to navigate: real-time magnetic sensor support and magnetic field And current time, as well as the exact coordinates calculated by GPS; A minimalist interface designed to
reduce battery consumption and make it easier to perceive data from the device's screen. For drivers and cyclists will be useful the following functions: speedometer, several modes of display of maps, weather data in the current location, the ability to build complex routes. Download Compass Compass Pro (GPS Dragon) Compass Pro offers good functionality for professional travelers. The app displays on
the screen all relevant information, such as current coordinates, direction, latitude, longitude, course, etc. Basic features of Compass Pro: calculation of coordinates according to magnetic fields, GPS sensor and Internet data; The ability to switch between the true and magnetic north; Camera work: notes with data on images, 30 zoom and flashlight; weather data in the area: temperature, pressure and
humidity; Send data via SMS. Download Compass Pro Digital Compass Digital Compass developers claim that their app provides users with the most accurate information about their current location. The software uses data from all available sensors (gyroscope, magnetometer and accelerometer) as well as Internet data to improve coordinate accuracy. Among its key features are: Regular magnetic field
power measurements around your device; displaying sensor status data and the ability to calibrate more to suit the environment; identifying longitude, latitude, altitude, address, etc. Tip: We recommend avoiding any magnetic interference when using an app, such as electronic devices (laptop or external battery). If the program distorts the data, you can calibrate every sensor available. Download the
Compass (PixelProse SARL) PixelProse SARL digital compass product actively uses magnetic data, and this is what sets it apart from other analogues. The app works with the geographic north, takes into account the current location of your device and its surrounding interference, allowing you to show the most accurate data. Keep this in mind when working with an app, as the magnetic north, which is
used as the primary in most of these programs, can deviate from the geographical north to 20 degrees. Other features of the Compass app: The program is completely free and has no advertising or blocked features; All available sensors work to improve the accuracy of the data; A simple design that is not overloaded with unnecessary information. Important note: You should regularly calibrate the sensors
to make the application work properly because of the magnetic environment around the device, which greatly affects the accuracy of the coordinates and other data displayed. The application can be installed on both internal memory and SD card. Download Compass Compass digital compass free software download for laptop. digital compass free software download for pc
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